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Lost in translation eso guide book 1

I know it looks bad, but … aw, who am I kidding? I've listened to his memory over and over, and I examined every relevant tome I could find. Darien Gautier The old wizard doesn't look so good. Player The player travels back to Artaeum. Player Have you been able to identify the unknown language? Player Before we go to the Dreaming Cave, can I ask
you a few questions? Player Stepping through the portal, the gang finds themselves at a temple of sorts. There are 9 Zone Story Quests in Summerset. There are 14 Wayshrines in Summerset, discovering them is necessary for Zone Completion. You should keep your clothes on. I'm just glad to be out of the Colored Rooms now. While he works to
unlock his memories, he wants Valsirenn and I to warn the keepers of the Crystal Tower, the Sapiarchs. Are you too dense to see that? But why? With every step along this path, my memory grew clearer. Relics of Summerset Retrieve the 20 dangerous relics stolen from the Vault of Moawita.Relics of Summerset Karnwasten Group Event Defeat the
Sea Sload K'Garza in Karnwasten. And took the Heart. The one that repeats itself over and over. But we won't learn anything if you continue to stand here and talk to my projection. She, too, lashes onto the floating Iachesis. Accessible to everyone. Oriandra Only if you want to guarantee that Leythen refuses to help us. I'm positive. I—I'm not sure
what emotions I feel right now. It's a spell of retrieval. I'll take that. You weren't this attentive when our daughter actually needed you. Quest starts in Artaeum in Ceporah Tower's. Player How do we activate the portal? I can't translate the words the Ritemaster heard until you find that stone. Darien was doing shirtless pushups while Valsirenn
watched. There will be true peace. Valsirenn will assist me and we'll follow behind you. Not that I'm complaining. Ritemaster Iachesis Nocturnal offered me a spell that would hide the Heart from everyone. Ritemaster Iachesis Step cautiously. One of the crows talk to them: Blackfeather Crow The featherless one walks the path once more. Valsirenn
Nocturnal killed him. I'm here to present you with a gift. I tried everything I could think of to get out of there, but nothing worked until Meridia gave me this mission. I assume, though, since the Heart was hidden by the Ritemaster, then only the Ritemaster can retrieve it. Ritemaster Iachesis Pay the crows no mind. Beautiful but speaking in a
language I can't understand. Cast the spell and reveal where the Heart is hidden. Give me a moment. There is a portal in front of them. Are you ready to proceed? Clear the path ahead while I try to recall the rest of the memory. They agreed to help us get into the Crystal Tower-mostly. To complete a Delve you need to kill a named Boss, you will get
Explorer Achievement for that. Darien Gautier Hey, I got stabbed a bunch, remember? The Ritemaster does not seem pleased. The Shadow Pearl cannot be reflected. The Tower Sentinels The Sea Sload altered the Ritemaster's memories and forced him to steal the Heart of Transparent Law and hide it away. Earl Leythen Not yet. 2 items: Adds 341487 Armor 3 items: Adds 34-1487 Armor 4 items: Adds 28-1206 Maximum Health 5 items: Gain Major Gallop and Major Expedition at all times, increasing your Movement Speed and Mounted Speed by 30%. The Maestro's notes. She summons more Daedra to attack the player, Valsirenn, and Darien. I guess we breach that barrier. I remember
entering the portal with the Heart, then returning here without it in my hands. I told them to interrupt my research before I could unravel an ancient and powerful language. Ritemaster Iachesis I suspect that the language is ancient. We made a deal, didn't we, mortal? Oriandra I knew he was remembering things, but I had no idea he was so
desperate. I've never seen this dialect before. Just refer to the book and hope for the best, I guess. Ritemaster Iachesis I did what I had to. This is Nocturnal's realm, after all. Player What do you mean? The mortal hid the Heart inside his own body. He thinks these words are tied to the place where he hid the Heart of Transparent Law. Earl Leythen
Val, wait …. Ritemaster Iachesis My memories return slowly, a little at a time. That would be too simple. Darien Gautier Did that bird just talk? Meridia sent me here to find you. Problem is, she didn't tell me how we're supposed to do that. I never questioned that. Use this rune when you reach Ebon Stadmont and I'll be able to see what you see. Each
map shows a place where you can dig up a treasure chest. Darien Gautier The path ends here. I have so many questions. He's so … diminished. What do we have to lose? Now go and see if Oriandra has made any progress by reviewing my memory. Oriandra I suppose it had something to do with his daughter. Defeating a world boss can award you
higher tier gear. Graveld's Hideaway Keelsplitter's Nest Gryphon Run The Queen's Hatchery Welenkin Cove Indrik Frolic While the Golden Knight recovers, we must make preparations for breaching the Daedric barrier. Then we simply step through the portal and see where it takes us. I think this qualifies. Everyone's not really sad that I'm gone? We
need help and he's the best option I can think of. Ritemaster Iachesis I remember Nocturnal appearing before me. One of these days …. Darien has a few things to say: Darien Gautier Nocturnal's minions aren't exactly modest, are they? Maybe that will be enough to guide you. What's this have to do with Nocturnal? Since I cast the spell with those
ancient words, only I can use it again to unseal the hiding place. In. Heart. Oriandra Ancient languages and battle magic, to name just a few. I accept those terms. I need to understand you in order to remain one step ahead of you. Player How did you get involved in all this? Ritemaster Iachesis No. I just feel that the words contain the key to where I
hid the Heart of Transparent Law. She brightened the entire island! When she fell ill, Leythen and Valsirenn grew apart. You heard that, right? I mean, I guess if I was a Prince, I'd want a dashing champion, so I can't blame her for that. Earl Tundilwen Tell the Ritemaster. Summerset Skyshards Location Map for ESO Discover all 18 Skyshards in
Summerset. Darien Gautier Ouch. Earl Leythen An excellent question. Buried Memories Ritemaster Iachesis of the Psijic Order hopes to learn more from the abyssal pearl. When they arrived in Valsirenn's study, she and Leythen were arguing. Ritemaster Iachesis Take Darien and scout the path ahead. She was buried in her work, too busy or too
frightened to spend those final moments with Ealdaawe. The Heart belongs to me. A semicircular wall encloses a round arena, and a statue of Nocturnal stands at the back. TBTime Breaches for The Psijics' Calling Quest Delves are rather easy, solo or cooperative, small dungeons or caves with single Skyshard and named Boss who drops set gear.
Head for that and we'll meet you there. She disappears, and Leythen is able to re-materialize a short while later. Take the notes and show them to Leythen. Valsirenn I'm worried about Iachesis. It's a spell to retrieve something hidden. There was no need for me to open old wounds. Ritemaster Iachesis I expected the pathway to lead to some obscure
corner of Oblivion, but this is Nocturnal's realm! I wish I could remember what compelled me to hide the Heart here. These words of power, they aren't meant for mortal eyes. It relates to a similar language seen in the ruins of Ebon Stadmont, but I only understand a little of it. The denizens won't take kindly to our presence. Player Who is this expert?
An expert in ancient languages and obscure dialects. Let's go! Darien Gautier One of these days we're going to meet up in a tavern and there won't be any Daedra or monsters or evil necromancers trying to destroy the world and kill us all. Interesting. (Although these options read like they are mutually exclusive, the player can return to this choice
and select both if they click through the dialog again. Darien Gautier Talking birds and half-naked Daedra. Earl Leythen A spell? Ritemaster Iachesis I'm saying I remember taking the Heart through that portal. We'll just have to make sure that once we recover the Heart, it isn't allowed to fall into the hands of the Court of Bedlam or their Princes.
Ritemaster Iachesis I remember carrying the Heart of Transparent Law along this path and up toward the mountain above. Nocturnal's Favor In Augury Basin Crafting Set Station (need 9 traits). Player You're not Breton, are you? Once I begin the spell, be ready for anything. This could be bad. Earl Leythen Nothing nefarious, if that's what you're
asking. Ritemaster Iachesis I assume so. Darien Gautier Who I am? The only way to retrieve it is to kill me. You are no longer welcome. Come to think of it, those were pretty boring, too. We know your moves before you make them. We're back to square one! Player Nocturnal's earl says the words you remember are a spell that will reveal the Heart's
location. Sunhold Group Event Interrupt the executioners and defeat Konnugil the Leviathan in Sunhold. A woman's voice, barely a whisper. Earl Tundilwen Now that Leythen's gone, we can talk freely. I feel that the memory is connected to the barrier in the Dreaming Cave and where I hid the Heart. Darien Gautier I'll try not to distract you too much
until after we've saved this world. Or to anywhere on Nirn, for that matter. Nocturnal took the Heart for herself. I don't like where everything is leading, but we need to see this through. I think the earl told me the truth. Player Darien and the player proceed forward, following a path through the forest and killing various Shrikes throughout. (If the
player has not previously completed Ebon Stadmont) Player How do I find this massive stone covered in the ancient writing? I wish Leythen was still one of us. To help you stop the triad of Daedric Princes. Ritemaster Iachesis The way is open. Earl Tundilwen While it's true that the Court consists primarily of High Elves who believe their birthright is
the key to godhood, I am not so naive. Player Do you remember anything else about this supposed spell? Ritemaster Iachesis I'm sure that it is. Ritemaster Iachesis I don't see any alternative, do you? Player The player headed for Oriandra. Ritemaster Iachesis I remember this. I'm glad to have him along, but I'm concerned whenever he puts himself at
risk. Valsirenn Leythen, I—arrgh! I need to go check on the knight anyway. Darien Gautier Well, that could have gone better. Earl Tundilwen My mistress doesn't explain herself to me, and she certainly won't explain herself to you. Why am I talking to you about this? Ritemaster Iachesis What nonsense is this? Player We have to find another way to
stop Nocturnal. Still, my words were spiteful, meant to hurt her. To make a deal with a Daedric Prince? Darien Gautier Wait! Don't start without me! Player Before heading out, the player wants to speak with those present. Wait a moment. I need to help the Psijic sages figure out a way to enter the Crystal Tower and stop Nocturnal. While you
searched for the knight, a memory came back to me. The Maestro's notes had a passage about crows and a path. Should we trust Nocturnal's earl or not? Valsirenn The Ritemaster plans to lead this expedition personally. Player So you did accept an offer from Nocturnal? Player Nocturnal's earl also indicated that you've been informing the Court
about our plans. No matter. Ask anyone. They want to remake Nirn, reshape it to better suit their every inclination. You keep clearing the path while I try to organize and make sense of my thoughts. Additionally, finishing all Delves in a given zone will give you a Summerset Cave Delver Achievement. What do you think? You can only do this if you
have a map. They found him and Valsirenn a short distance away from the tower. Player Shouldn't Valsirenn ask Leythen for this favor? Even to foil the Sea Sload, that was just … foolish. Blackfeather Crow The featherless one couldn't resist the Sea Sload, not on his own. The player left the library and headed outside to talk with Darien. Darien
Gautier I wanted to thank you again for getting me out of Mephala's realm. I wanted to talk to you. Clavicus Vile Mephala, stop that! I've got him! Wait, what's— A ghostly form of Nocturnal materializes right in front of her statue, between the two Daedra already present. Anger and despair almost overwhelmed me until Nocturnal reached out to
comfort me. Darien Gautier Remind me to wear lighter armor the next time we have to climb a mountain. Player The player and Darien continue onward, slaying Daedra, while Val and Iachesis take up the rear. Ritemaster Iachesis Forte, the Grand Maestro of the House of Reveries. I think the trip into Oblivion took a lot out of him. Wayshrines allow
free, instantaneous travel between wayshrines that have been discovered and unlocked. Some of the details still elude me. Valsirenn Iachesis? Valsirenn Don't even say it, Iachesis! Just keep fighting! Ritemaster Iachesis They're … tearing me … apart …. Earl Leythen Intriguing. Player When were you in Meridia's realm? Once inside, I need to find a
way to stop Nocturnal before she uses the tower to remake reality. Overlooking the Oleander Coast Winery Among a nest of stone eggs east of Cey-Tarn Keep On a tiny peninsula beneath the Cathedral of Webs Along the beach north of Karnwasten At a camp across a narrow plank walkway In the mouth of the falls overlooking Shimmerene At the
ruins of the Keep of the Eleven Forces Along the sun's path toward dusk South of Russafeld, Where the mossy archer's aim flies true Under Sea Keep's towering fortifications Among the shanties in Karnwasten's cove High above the heart of Sunhold Stuffed in a barrel by goblins in King Haven's Pass Overlooking a sun kissed path in Eton Nir Grotto
At the mouth of the falls in Archon's Grove In the caverns of Tor-Hame-Khard Near an angler's favorite fishing spot in Wasten Coraldale Looming over the center of the Traitor's Vault (Artaeum) Points of Interest are self-contained stories, Quest Hubs that explore the lore, characters, and locations within a zone. Through the portal, I remember an
ancient ruin. Oriandra No … that's not possible. The Ritemaster's ready to begin. I need to examine the original tablets found at Ebon Stadmont. Valsirenn I've never seen the Ritemaster like this. And the fact that the half-naked Daedra want to kill us. Ritemaster Iachesis I'll be all right, Valsirenn. But that was the best part! You know what, never
mind. Player Why does it matter that you found me? I need to help him remember. Player I'll return to Artaeum as soon as I can. Player You remembered something else? Get moving and find that inscribed stone. With the Heart of Transparent Law, Nocturnal can control the Crystal Tower. It's in all our best interests for the Ritemaster to remember
where he hid the Heart of Transparent Law. But in that certainty we gain an advantage. Razum-dar, an agent of the Queen, has come to the island to make sure the decree is followed to the letter. Mephala But why did Nocturnal keep this from us? Ealdaawe was her daughter, too. Player So what do the words mean? I sent Oriandra to my study to
review my memory and see if she could translate the ancient words. Ritemaster Iachesis We're as prepared as we can be without knowing exactly where this pathway leads. I know you're our enemy. Player What do you want to talk about? I've had it all my life. Nocturnal selected me as her earl. Ritemaster Iachesis I remember … I remember using
what control I still possessed to foil K'Tora's plans. Perhaps more memories from when I was last here will return as we continue along the path. Player I'll take the notes and talk to Leythen. Delves are accessible to everyone at any time, see all Delve Maps. Look, you should come back to Ceporah Tower now. Player Why doesn't Nocturnal retrieve the
Heart herself? Effect can occur every 6 seconds. Nocturnal. Darien Gautier My pleasure! Darien lifts up Dawnbreaker and it emanates with a golden light, banishing the black goo blocking the portal. Talk to Loremaster Celarus for The Psijics' Calling Quest and take the Psijic Map of Summerset. Darien Gautier Not everyone gets a choice about the
battles they fight. I can call you Val, right? Ritemaster Iachesis Sir Darien, deal with this barrier, if you please. she's all right, but she's not big on free will. What do you need to complete the translation? And I haven't been able to contact her, which has me a little concerned. Player I'll find the stone. [Persuade] I could get used to this. I feel— Our
connection ... We should have asked permission. I've been here before. Player How do we find the Heart? Valsirenn stormed off, and Leythen was left alone, clearly regretting his words. Has me a little worried. Go outside and retrieve Darien, then meet me in the Dreaming Cave. Ritemaster Iachesis As much as it pains me, I must concur. Player What
kind of aid did she offer you? Val wants to kill him and Leythen hates her with a passion. We need to keep going. Valsirenn Iachesis, what are you saying? Ritemaster Iachesis This escapade of yours could have been disastrous. Earl Leythen The phrase contains eight distinct words, repeated over and over. But nothing helped. There are 6 World Bosses
in Summerset, defeat them is necessary for Zone Completion. I don't believe Leythen would purposely try to harm Iachesis. Then go to the Dreaming Cave. Oriandra I'm sorry, Ritemaster. It won't happen again. I've worked hard for this body, you know. Repeating the same words over and over. I expect you'll need to travel deeper into the forest to
find the exact location. Player Proceeding to the very end of the vale, the two of them finally discover what must be the inscription. We need to be cautious. It's this realm. TM I - Summerset Treasure Map I TM II - Summerset Treasure Map II TM III - Summerset Treasure Map III TM IV - Summerset Treasure Map IV TM V - Summerset Treasure Map
V TM VI - Summerset Treasure Map VI TM CE I - Summerset CE Treasure Map I TM CE II - Summerset CE Treasure Map II TM CE III - Summerset CE Treasure Map III World Bosses (Group Bosses) are powerful elite encounters, to defeat them you will generally need the help of other players. She said something about ebbs and flows. Player Before
she disappears, the player attempts to talk with her some more. Player Maybe we should leave the Heart of Transparent Law hidden away. Unsealed. And frankly, so do I. Ritemaster Iachesis Oriandra, you should have consulted me beforehand. They consult the notes and determined that they must pass through the gates in the order the Maestro
described: arch with two crows first, then one crow, and finally the arch with three crows. Darien Gautier Meridia only ever told me I was her vessel. And I was … losing. They may point to the tower crystal. I don't have any plans if you don't. I hid the Heart, even from you. Cloudrest Group Trial in Summerset - The Elder Scrolls Online: Summerset
Chapter Zone Story Quests are the main story arc for the zone. Player They bid the Psijic farewell. How dare you interfere! Nocturnal Get out of my realm, Princes. I have her magic inside me. This effect can occur every 5 seconds. Player Do you remember anything else? Darien Gautier Why are the realms of Daedric Princes always so ominous and
evil looking? And you'll be there to help me defend it from the Court of Bedlam and their Princes. Clavicus Vile Look, Mephala. Oriandra Valsirenn … where's the Ritemaster? 2 items: Adds 25-1096 Maximum Magicka 3 items: Adds 25-1096 Maximum Stamina 4 items: Adds 3-129 Weapon and Spell Damage 5 items: Damaging an enemy has a 10%
chance to fire a Shadow Pearl at them, dealing 3% of the target's Max Health as Oblivion Damage every 1 second for 6 seconds. Player What do you think the memory means? Player So what do the words you translated mean? I thought we lost you in Coldharbour. But why does this concern you? Player Darien and I will scout ahead. Player Why do
you think Leythen joined forces with Mephala? As soon as I hid it away, my memory of even possessing the crystal faded like a distant dream. Go. Check on her progress. Hate to admit it, but I'm worried. Ritemaster Iachesis My friends, the Heart of Transparent Law will soon be back in our hands! Heart, reveal yourself! Gah Noro berrin, vo rah Larow
e javeel! Valsirenn Iachesis—your chest, it's glowing! Ritemaster Iachesis Of course! I put the Heart inside myself. 2 items: Adds 3-129 Stamina Recovery 3 items: Adds 28-1206 Maximum Health 4 items: Adds 28-1206 Maximum Health 5 items: Whenever you successfully Dodge, heal yourself for 228-9864 over 5 seconds. She watches us through
these annoying little creatures. Player Looks like you're fully recovered. Nocturnal Meridia's vessel. A Pearl Of Great Price (Artaeum) Ritemaster lachesis of the Psijic Order plans to use an augury ritual to reveal the secrets of the strange pearl we recovered from the Monastery of Serene Harmony.The Ritemaster asked me to go to Sotha Sil's study
and find his acolyte, Oriandra. Earl Leythen Interesting. Ritemaster Iachesis The Heart is here. He took the Heart of Transparent Law into the Dreaming Cave beneath Ceporah Tower, but he still can't remember what happened after that. (If the player has previously completed Ebon Stadmont) Player I've been here before, but without a guide there's
no way through the maze. Talk to him, then meet me in the Dreaming Cave. Player What does the rune you gave me do exactly? Player What about Nocturnal? She isn't usually the most forthcoming of the Court's esteemed Princes. The Heart is close. Player Leythen's an expert on ancient languages? Player I can go to Ebon Stadmont. Valsirenn It took
considerable effort for the Ritemaster to open this pathway through the Dreaming Cave. Do you—do you remember me? Valsirenn didn't deserve that. The player approached. Well, I think I did. Ritemaster Iachesis My wards … shall … protect me! Clavicus Vile Impressive, for a mortal. In fact, now that I think about it, my entire childhood is kind of a
blur. Player But you're not a High Elf like the other members of the Court of Bedlam. Player The player takes Leythen's stone to a stream near Ebon Stadmont, where they summon a ghostly form of the Altmer. When the time is right, he just needs to repeat the phrase and the Heart's hiding place will be revealed. Player Nocturnal killed him. I recall
forging a bargain with someone … someone I have no memory of. I remember searching for something, anything, to keep me from giving K'Tora the Heart. See if you can convince him to translate the words. Earl Leythen Just retrace your steps. The Night Mistress filled me with new purpose and gave me something greater than myself to believe in.
Earl Leythen Interesting. Look for any signs that might indicate where I hid the Heart. I even suggested a scholar she could contact. I'm not really sure why. The Ritemaster, Valsirenn, the entire Conclave. Leythen just grew more distant. The Grand Maestro mentioned Daedra, but I never imagined they'd belong to one of the patrons of the Court of
Bedlam. I mean—from someplace else. I sense a Daedric influence, but something that's far older than my Prince Mephala. Ritemaster Iachesis I observed what I could through Leythen's connection, but it seems to me that the Court of Bedlam is just trying to confuse us. Player You don't remember anything else? She told me I was in her realm. This
can deal a maximum of 69-3000 Oblivion Damage per tick. Ritemaster Iachesis The crows … their words stir the echoes in my mind. Earl Tundilwen I am a Dark Elf, a child of Morrowind who lost her way. I'll help him along while you and Darien clear the path ahead. Earl Tundilwen The Court isn't evil. We've been through a lot together. Darien
Gautier I'm getting sick and tired of barriers and Daedric interference and … well, Daedra in general. But sure, yeah, what would you like to know? To keep them from reaching the Crystal Tower. And whose voice do I hear echoing in my mind? I expect we may call upon your fighting skills before all is said and done. Earl Tundilwen Artaeum is only as
isolated as it allows itself to be. You can't examine battle wounds with your armor on. Leythen betrayed us and I don't trust him, but I've reached a dead end. They're nothing but an annoyance. Player As an earl in the Court of Bedlam, why should I believe a word you say? Let the others clear the path for us. If Leythen translates this language and
passes the secret on to his mistress, Mephala, she'll gain an advantage that could threaten my Prince, Nocturnal. That doesn't matter now. Because of some damn crystal? Player So why do you hate each other? Mephala and Clavicus Vile. Head for the ancient ruin and we'll meet you there. Player Why are you telling me this? I'm your enemy. Darien
Gautier Fixing the Dawnbreaker was surprisingly easy, by the way. Darien Gautier I thought I did. Valsirenn Why did Nocturnal have to kill Iachesis? Earl Leythen Refer to the book and use the rune again when you locate the ancient writing. Player So how do we stop the Daedric Princes? Advanced, end game PvE instances for a group of 12 players.
Earl Leythen Hate? Earl Leythen I don't see how that's relevant to our interactions. Besides, I thought only he could reveal the Heart's hidden location. It won't do anything beyond that, I assure you. Player You said Meridia gave you a mission? Alinor Shimmerene Lillandril Direnni Acropolis Russafeld Sil-Var-Woad Rellenthil Cey-Tarn Keep Ebon
Stadmont Sea Keep Illumination Academy Corgrad Wastes Ceporah Tower (Artaeum) Larger, harder, open world dungeons for groups or cooperative players, includes own quest lines, a Skyshard and a few Bosses. This changes everything. I can't say I remember volunteering for that job, though. Tests give me a rash. You'll find Leythen in Valsirenn's
study. Oriandra Not yet. breaking up! It's Nocturnal's earl— He then disappears entirely, and in his place appears a different apparition — the Earl of Nocturnal. Player Do you always walk around strangers half dressed? I also need to tell you about another memory. Now I'm really interested in helping you translate the Ritemaster's memory. I'm just

trying to help. Valsirenn Of course. Clear the way ahead, if you please. Treasure Maps can be found in game as a loot or can be obtained with the Collector's Editions. You're only delaying the inevitable. First, they picked up the notes on the language of Ebon Stadmon, and then went back downstairs to find Leythen. Ritemaster Iachesis I remember
fighting the Sea Sload's compulsion with every fiber of my being. They used to be so in love. I know it isn't because I like you, because I really don't. Player The player heads inside the labyrinthine forest of Ebon Stadmont. He's still as weary as the moment when we first entered this damned realm. Earl Tundilwen Our Princes plan to do away with the
laws imposed by other powers. Earl Leythen I'm not your tour guide! Just pick a direction and start walking. She flexes as Iachesis struggles in her grasp, dark energies erupting from him and eventually exploding him into nothing. And with the Crystal Tower, she can … well, I'm not sure why she wants the tower. This portal, it leads to where I had
my fateful meeting with Nocturnal. She said I was supposed to help you stop the Daedric Princes. That's … actually, that's rather typical, from what I've read. I know Leythen and the Ritemaster were friends. Player The Psijic Order couldn't save her? Player Before proceeding, the player again checks in with their companions. What's happened to me
hasn't happened to you yet. Oriandra I have no idea, but it's worth a try. I'll let the Ritemaster know what I proposed. Then … Let's keep going. Earl Leythen The ancient inscription! You found it! Something isn't right. Player Such as? Ritemaster Iachesis The crows serve as Nocturnal's eyes. After the big flash of light, I remember floating. Valsirenn
No! Darien Gautier We need to go. That hurts. Especially considering that I never repaired a Daedric artifact before. Player I don't think the triad exists any more. Player He hid the Heart in his own chest. I agreed to help in any way I can. Earl Leythen She saw an opportunity and she took it, Iachesis. The Dreaming Cave The Ritemaster used scrying
magic to recall some of his missing memories. Earl Leythen Our trip into the cursed wood wasn't a total failure. I got kind of bored half way through. Now this is a realm I could get used to! I mean, except for the birds. My Prince ... Ritemaster Iachesis No matter whether Nocturnal's earl spoke truth or lies, we need to recover the Heart of
Transparent Law. Inside, they fight off welwa and other creatures. That will never happen, of course. She has the Heart of Transparent Law now. Player What does the triad of Daedric Princes hope to achieve? Player Before heading further into the realm, the player speaks with their companions. Before we breach the barrier, we need to determine
what the words mean. Player What's going on between you and Valsirenn? Damn it. You likely walked past the massive stone and didn't even realize it. The sword's power should allow us to breach the barrier. Ealdaawe was a beautiful girl. He's been in a harsh mood. How? Darien Gautier To be honest, she never got around to telling me that.
Command me and I'll use the sword's power! Mephala Hold still, mortal, and I'll make this quick. It was the perfect hiding place! Suddenly, Clavicus Vile appears on one of the pedestals, soon followed by Mephala. King's Haven Pass Wayshrine Shimmerene Wayshrine Sil-Var-Woad Wayshrine Russafeld Heights Wayshrine Cey-Tarn Keep Wayshrine
Ebon Stadmont Wayshrine Alinor Wayshrine Lillandril Wayshrine Eastern Pass Wayshrine The Crystal Tower Wayshrine Eldbur Ruins Wayshrine Sunhold Wayshrine Veyond Wyte Wayshrine Artaeum Wayshrine (Artaeum) Set Stations are locations in the world where you can craft items with specific item set bonuses. They crest a hill where several
crows sit. I just need to remember where I placed the stolen crystal. Not in the least. APortal to / from Artaeum Artaeum Map for Elder Scrolls Online ESO Relics of Summerset - The Vault Of Moawita Quest Retrieve the 20 dangerous relics stolen from the Vault of Moawita. Their words mean nothing. Then there was more light. We couldn't stop her.
Darien Gautier You don't remember me? Why the amazing good looks and roguish charm if I'm just here to stomp on Meridia's enemies? I've been able to translate three of them. Summerset Grand Adventurer Complete 33 unique quests in Summerset. Was there anything else before you go and check on Darien? Completing these quests can award
you with skill points, experience, gold, and gear. Crows and Shrike Daedra can be seen in the distance. Darien Gautier No thanks to the Psijic healers! I thought they were going to slice me open to try to figure out what makes me … well, me! I'm glad you stopped by, though. It was how they dealt with the tragedy. What I am? What were you and
Oriandra thinking, trusting Leythen to help us translate the ancient language? I can feel it. Then you took Leythen, an earl in the Court of Bedlam, prisoner. Player And what does the Court of Bedlam get out of all this? Ritemaster Iachesis Be prepared for anything. The player and Darien fight off some more Daedra who were protecting the portal. It
feels ancient, alien. Player But what if this is all just an elaborate trap to get you to reveal the hiding place? How clever! Darien Gautier Uh oh. Earl Leythen I just wish I could have spent a few moments studying that inscription. Player I'll help you in any way that I can. Val loved our daughter and our daughter loved Val. I remember my father well
enough. Nocturnal's presence. Player After traveling up another hill, they find themselves at a dead end. Darien is able to use Dawnbreaker to deal significant damage to the Daedra, but it is still a long, hard fight. The Ritemaster wants to hear everything my associate shared with you. Oriandra Don't you think we tried? Now. I remember very little
about what lies on the other side of this portal. Could such a thing be true? Darien Gautier That's a relief! Meridia tried to tell me that time worked differently in Oblivion. Player Iachesis, Valserinn, and the player all step into the portal, with Darien heading in last. Sload's Semblance In Artaeum Craftworks (Artaeum) Crafting Set Station (need 6
traits). There was a passage that might help. Ritemaster Iachesis That, my friend, would be a mistake. Player Cryptic. Darien Gautier Yeah, it was terrible. We've shared research in the past and he thinks the language could be related to tablets he once studied in Ebon Stadmont. Still, my business is my own. You do remember I'm a prisoner here,
don't you? We're supposed to be allies! Why would she want to stop me from reading that ancient inscription? I remember Nocturnal's creatures moved aside to let me pass. I'd like to chat with our friend. We're intruders in Evergloam. Ritemaster Iachesis Val … promise me … you'll lead them … if …. Meridia told me that time worked differently in
Oblivion, but I didn't believe her. Summerset's ancient defenses have withered since the Transparent Law crystal was broken and the Heart removed. (If the player has not previously met Darien) Player Not that I can recall. Earl Leythen According to those notes, the writing is carved into a massive stone. Talk to the Ritemaster and let's get this
started already. Since I can't remember where that particular pathway goes, we'll have to be ready for any contingency. Just hear me out. Ritemaster Iachesis The Golden Knight must wield the reforged Dawnbreaker to breach the barrier. When our Princes are done, war and sickness will be eradicated. Skyshards are scattered throughout the world
and can be identified by the bright beam of white light they emanate. Player Did Meridia tell you anything? Valsirenn Fight, Iachesis! Just hold on! Darien Gautier Where do all these Daedra keep coming from? A Necessary Alliance With the Ritemaster dead and the Heart of Transparent Law in Nocturnal's hands, events have taken a grim turn. They
find the Ritemaster, Leythen, and Oriandra in the tower's library. I wanted you to know that you aren't beholden to a higher power. I hope the expert recognizes it. Now that I think about it, this location has a familiar feel. Lost in Translation Ritemaster Iachesis remembers a woman's voice, whispering ancient words over and over. These can award
you with experience, gold, and gear. On the other hand, if Leythen thinks that helping us will help his cause, he'll jump at the chance. As they fight they formulate a plan. I was afraid of that. What matters is I found you. First the abyssal pearl allowed the Sea Sload and Mephala to invade the Psijic island. I can't believe Nocturnal's earl interfered like
that. And then she was gone. Why do you ask? Darien Gautier Oh yeah. I suppose I can appreciate that, but kindness won't help you in the coming war. Where she offered to aid me in my struggle against the Sea Sload K'Tora. Perhaps I'll remember more after we use the portal. They want you to find the Heart of Transparent Law. Darien Gautier I
wish I knew the answer to that. Keep going. Earl Leythen Have you found the inscription? I'm not looking for a friend or to rejoin the Psijics. Earl Leythen Ah, the rune is working perfectly! It's almost as if I'm standing right next to you. The first time I saw you was when you were wearing your golden armor. You'll be at my side when we locate the
Heart. Besides, I've only been able to make a partial translation. Valsirenn We'll take it slow. There's nothing to do about it except to keep moving forward until we find the hiding place. Completing different parts of Public Dungeons can award you with a skill point, experience, gold, and gear, check all Public Dungeon Maps in ESO. She taught me
that loyalty is the path to ascension. Other than her lectures, it was pretty boring. Darien's outside. But hey, it's better than most realms I've been trapped in. (While these two lines appear mutually exclusive, they can actually both be selected during this conversation if the player chooses to select "what's going on between you and Valsirenn" twice.)
[Persuade] What happened to you and Val was horrible. Adept Rider In Shimmerene Dockworks Crafting Set Station (need 3 traits). Very well. Ritemaster Iachesis I hoped you'd say that. The master of the House of Reveries sent me his work. Even sent me to help you defeat them. Oriandra Nocturnal betrayed the other Princes? She grew weaker and
weaker. I wouldn't take anything the Court of Bedlam tells us at face value. We'll need to consult a few experts about that. Earl Tundilwen Speculate all you want. Of course, she conveniently forgot to tell me how to do that, and she's stopped responding to my requests. When they did that, they arrived at a new section of the forest, filled with Daedra
and containing an ancient edifice. No, I suppose not. Darien Gautier Wait, I haven't made my heroic sacrifice yet? Darien Gautier Dawnbreaker is ready! Just give the command! Stay back! Mephala Stop struggling, mortal. Darien Gautier This is getting stranger and stranger. There are 13 Points of Interest in Summerset, discovering them is necessary
for Zone Completion. Can't he just say the magic words so we can find the Heart and get out of here? Player So the Heart is on the other side of this portal? Do with that information what you will. Obviously, they aren't as accommodating as last time I was here. I'm not talking about here in Summerset. Leythen approaches and begins to study it, but
his image flickers on and of. A New Alliance With the Crystal Tower saved, Valsirenn wishes to call a meeting of Summerset's most influential leaders to ensure its future protection. I'm sure I hid it somewhere beyond the Daedric barrier. I don't understand any of this. Talk to Relicmaster Glenadir for The Vault Of Moawita Quest. Manipulating the
Dreaming Cave always exhausts me. Player I understand you're good with languages. Oriandra I'm not sure there is another way. Remember, though, our primary goal is to recover the Heart of Transparent Law. Player Let's go get the Heart back. It may actually predate the languages of Tamriel. Iachesis is bent over, breathing heavily. Earl Leythen
Finally! I've reestablished my connection to the rune. Ritemaster Iachesis I remember I tried to resist the Sea Sload's compulsion and was able to maintain a sliver of control. You can also travel directly to any unlocked wayshrine from anywhere in the world for a small amount of gold. I doubt you'd be able to carry it back here. But we're here, right?
Ritemaster Iachesis Then we're no better off than we were, except now we have the Golden Knight. Please, I need a moment to gather my thoughts. Nocturnal Very well. Earl Leythen Is this some new attempt at interrogation? I need to ask her for the amplification elixir to increase the power of the Order's augury ritual cast on the pearl. Earl
Tundilwen The phrase the Ritemaster remembers. Player You have no idea what language the voice is speaking in? The Crystal Tower I negotiated an alliance of sorts with Clavicus Vile and Mephala. I remember that it was the only way to assure the Heart's safety. Oh! Don't you know not to interrupt a sage when she's deep in concentration? First
Mephala and now Nocturnal. Player The player chose to talk to Leythen before going after Darien. Just enter the forest, find the obscure language, and use the rune so I can see what you see. Sensing that this was the place, the player again summoned Leythen. 9Zone Storyline Quests 14Wayshrines 6Delves 13Points of Interest 10Striking Locales
3Crafting Set Stations 2Public Dungeons 6World Events 6World Bosses 18Skyshards 10Lore Books Artaeum Zone is a mystical island, home of Psijic Order, you can enter it from Summerset. There are 6 Delves in Summerset, discovering them is necessary for Zone Completion. Player Do you really expect Leythen to help us? And somehow connected
to the Ritemaster's forgotten hiding place. She leaves, and the Ritemaster addresses the player. Earl Leythen The Maestro's notes said the ancient words were etched into a massive stone. But as for a revelation spell, where would I acquire something in such an obscure language? Even from me. Ritemaster Iachesis I remember the words, but I don't
know exactly what they mean. Player Then open the portal and let's go find the Heart. Nocturnal wants me to provide you with the meaning of the ancient words. The Queen's Decree Queen Ayrenn ordered the once-forbidden island of Summerset to open its borders and welcome outsiders to its expansive shores. I remember she mentioned that I was
a vessel, but who knows what that could mean? My friend, we need to discover the meaning of these words. In fact, depending on how you answer it, it is a strange question. Player Did you tell the Ritemaster? Valsirenn Hold on! I'm getting us out of here! In a blinding flash of light, Valsirenn transports the three of them back to the Dreaming Cave.
And she told me about you. One moment I'm fighting Molag Bal and the next I'm stuck in the Colored Rooms without any kind of explanation. He may not like it, but he's always telling us to utilize every available resource. Earl Tundilwen I wish to maintain the balance of power among the Daedric triad. My memories … it's like a rush of water, all
jumbled and confused. Valsirenn Ritemaster … damn it! Hang on, I'll get us out of here! Darien Gautier Dawnbreaker will protect us! I hope. I had a brief moment to examine the inscription before Nocturnal's earl usurped our connection. Earl Leythen You and Iachesis, always sticking your noses into places they don't belong. Haven't you seen them
since they were reunited? Of course to do this, all obstacles must be cast aside—including the other Daedric Princes. And now I can't seem to reach her. Darien Gautier My sword! I just fixed that! Nocturnal The Heart is mine and soon the Crystal Tower will belong to me! I no longer need Mephala or Vile. Ritemaster Iachesis My preparations included
numerous wards of protection. Oriandra I'll let the Ritemaster know what I proposed. Player I'll go and talk to Darien. We wouldn't be a part of something that didn't add to the greater good. Player So you didn't die? The Ritemaster … Iachesis … he's the best of us. Yes, I am a master linguist, specializing in ancient and obscure languages. Oriandra
Not derived from Ayleid, though I see a possible correlation to Daedric linguistic patterns … Who? But the wards won't hold long against our power! Clavicus and Mephala begin summoning waves of Daedra as they tear back and forth at Iachesis, sending him through the air between them. And took my damn sword! Oriandra This doesn't make any
sense! What happened to the Ritemaster? I suppose the Ritemaster sent you to see how my research was coming along? Blackfeather Crow He doesn't remember! So desperate he was, he leaped at our Mistress's offer! Ritemaster Iachesis Speak plainly, crows! Come back here! Valsirenn Iachesis, calm down. Honesty and a shrewd tactic. Not like a
test or anything, though, right? I'll tell you this. Something about crows. He was our language expert. Discovering three Skyshards will grant you a skill point, which can be used to unlock or morph new abilities, check All Skyshards Location. Player What should I be looking for? Valsirenn will make sure we aren't too far behind you. There are 9
Treasure Maps in Summerset. Don't expect the courtesy that Nocturnal's earl showed you earlier to extend to this place. Specifically, he wants to determine where K'Tora and the Sea Sload cabal are hiding. I'll take the crystal now, Ritemaster. Player As Oriandra collects herself, the player speaks briefly with their two companions. Darien Gautier
Questions? It wasn't anything like I originally imagined. (If the player has previously met Darien, but not completed the main quest of ESO) Player Of course I remember you. But when my daughter was dying, when she was crying for her mother's comfort, Val wasn't there. In private. I think I know what some of the words from the Ritemaster's
memory mean. Every moment the Crystal Tower remains incomplete, another protection falls away. It's doing something to him. I should find him and talk to him. Besides, this sea air is good for the skin. I can appreciate that. (If the player has completed the main quest of ESO) Player Of course I remember you. Player You knew exactly when and
where to contact me. But where is the pretty crystal he carried last time? Player It sounds like the triad of Daedric Princes isn't as united as we thought. How do we beat the triad now? I'm not usually the skittish sort, but those crows are starting to creep me out! Valsirenn The crows … they implied that the Ritemaster accepted an offer from
Nocturnal. In retrospect, though, I might have done the same. Let's proceed and hope for the best. I can translate it, but I need more to work with. The Sea Sload. Player What did the crow mean by "the featherless one walks the path once more"? I wonder why Nocturnal decided to share this information? It is bad! I'm sorry Nocturnal killed the old
man. Player You hid the Heart of Transparent Law in Nocturnal's realm? My memories have been hazy of late. Tell me what Nocturnal's earl said to you. And my loyalty is strong. By the Spinner's holy webs, when did I become an insufferable arse? He was a Breton, but I never met my mother. Darien Gautier Meridia told me about the triad of Daedric
Princes. Mephala Nocturnal? Without the Heart, without the Ritemaster, what are we supposed to do now? More about Relics of Summerset 14Mirror of Fatal Premonition 16Hourglass of Perceived Time 19Chestplate of Dessication More about Relics of Summerset Time Breaches for The Psijics' Calling Quest Seal 9 time breaches in Summerset. She
was still in Sotha Sil's study, examining a paid of books floating before her. As an earl in the Court of Bedlam, believe me when I say that Leythen isn't being totally honest with you. Darien Gautier This might sound like a strange question. I do know the language is not native to Tamriel. Player Satisfied with the knight's answers, the two of them head
down to the Dreaming Cave where Iachesis and Valsirenn are waiting for them. There are 3 Crafting Set Stations in Summerset, discovering them is necessary for Zone Completion. Darien Gautier I'll show you power, you monster! Nocturnal The sword of light. When they arrive at the other side, they find themselves in a dark forest with a purple sky
streaked with meteors. Quest starts in Artaeum in College of Psilics Ruins. A High Elf told me that a Khajiit named Razum-dar is up ahead and might need some help. I'll help you because the Court needs to find the tower crystal as much as you do. As much as it pains me to admit, my many years are finally catching up with me. And godhood for the
Court, as befits beings of our stature. Hmm, not yet, but the inscription is nearby. You'd think they'd get bored with all the forlornness and tribulation. I've even set wards that will help protect me from the Daedric Princes. All right, you've piqued my interest. If so, I'm not familiar with the technique. I sense something else, though. Player Should we
keep going? There, Oriandra is waiting. I can feel the powerful magic that permeates this place. Valsirenn Your wounds, they're just … gone! Darien Gautier I've always healed fast, Val. Mephala and Clavicus are banished from the Evergloam, and Nocturnal alone is left holding Iachesis prisoner. They should allow me to resist even the magic of a
Daedric Prince, at least for a short amount of time. Meridia was there. Now it breaks my heart to see them like this. Very well, I'll play along. Player The crew reaches another flock of crows, who again taunt Iachesis. Now nothing you discovered can be trusted. Nocturnal tore it out and killed him. Player The Ritemaster heard these words, but we
can't translate them. Player Nocturnal's earl said that the ancient phrase is a spell. Step through the portal when you're ready, but be prepared to face our most dangerous battle yet. Ritemaster Iachesis Silence, Leythen! Need I put you in chains to remind you of your status here? I'm really getting good at stumbling into the realms of hostile Daedric
Princes! Let's do what we have to do and get out of here. You can decide what you want to fight for. After that? Offering to help me hide the Heart away in a place that no one would ever find it. Val threw herself into her work after that. Earl Leythen Right. Player I'm ready. You have no power here. Oh, and I wanted to let you know that I was able to
repair the Dawnbreaker. Oriandra I don't believe it. Smart, sweet, and full of energy.
The Time Machine by H.G. Wells The Time Machine is a book by H. G. Wells, first published in 1895 The book’s protagonist is an amateur inventor or scientist… The Tin Woodman of Oz by L. Frank Baum The Tin Woodman of Oz is the twelfth Land of Oz book written by L. Frank Baum and was originally published in 1918.… In the eleventh book in the
multimillion-selling Killing series, Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard reveal the startling, dramatic story of the global war against terrorists. In Killing The Killers, #1 bestselling authors Bill O'Reilly and Martin Dugard take readers deep inside the global war on terror, which began more than twenty years ago on September 11, 2001. Not to be confused
with Carecalmo. Calcelmo is an elderly Altmer Conjurer who can be found in Understone Keep where his nephew, Aicantar, helps him in the laboratory. He has a great interest in the Dwemer and is the author of many scholarly works about them. Calcelmo owns the Dwemer Museum and has been excavating Nchuand-Zel. As a scholar of Dwemer
history and culture, he … Detailed and revealed map of Summerset Zone in (ESO) The Elder Scrolls Online: Summerset Chapter with Delves Maps, Skyshards Location, Points of Interest, Quest Hubs, Striking Locales, Wayshrines, Public Dungeons, Group Trials, Storyline Quests, World Bosses, World Events, Crafting Set Stations, Shalidor's Library
Books, Treasure Maps, Outlaws Refuge, Player … - Removed 1 book from Stonefalls map - Added 1 in book in Stormhaven and 1 in Reapers March - Tiny fixs v5.8 (Ayantir) - New Eidetic reference is now 2232 books (90%), up from 2078. This one is now enabled. New Database contains only pins which have being mined since One Tamriel update.
Because this one is still new, some pins may have disappeared. Language Forums. The WordReference language forum is the largest repository of knowledge and advice about the English language, as well as a number of other languages. If you have a question about language usage, first search the hundreds of thousands of previous questions. If you
still are unsure, then you can ask the question yourself. 11/05/2022 · When logged in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favourites in this menu. For other uses, see Shalidor's Insights. Shalidor's Insights is a quest available in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim in which the Dragonborn must recover Shalidor's Insights, a series of books
written by the Archmagus Shalidor for study by the College of Winterhold. Find Shalidor's writings Talk to Urag Once the Dragonborn has been admitted to the College of Winterhold, they will have … The Dragons (dov or dovah in their native language, drah-gkon and dov-rha to the ancient Nords, or Aka in Ehlnofex) are a rarely-seen race of large
reptilian beasts. They are rumored to be from Akavir (which literally means "Dragon Land"), though there are ancient tales of dragons also coming from Atmora. They are large, scaled creatures, easily several times larger than a … AMA: long …
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